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Abstract: A comparative evaluation of alternative methane reforming processes as an option to steam
reforming was performed by carrying out simulations of operations in a fixed bed reactor with a Ni
(4.8 wt.%/γ-Al2O3) catalyst at 1023 K under 1.0 bar. Methane reforms, including processing with
carbon dioxide (DRM, CH4/CO2), autothermal reform (ATRM, CH4/H2O/O2), and combined reform
(CRM, CH4/CO2/H2O/O2) had their operations predicted based on experimental data developed
to represent their kinetic behavior, formalized with mechanisms and parametric quantifications.
The performance of fixed bed reactor operations for methane conversions occurred with different
reaction rates in the three alternative processes, and comparatively the orders of magnitude were
102, 10−1, and 10−4 in CRM, ATRM, and DRM, respectively. According to each process, the methane
conversions were oriented towards the predominant productions of hydrogen or carbon monoxide,
indicating the kinetic selectivities of H2, 86.1% and CO, 59.2% in CRM and DRM, respectively.
Considering the possibility of catalyst deactivation by carbon deposition, its predicted yields are
low due to the slow stages of its production and due to its simultaneous consumption through
interactions with O2, CO2, and H2O, reflecting favorably in additional productions of H2 and CO.

Keywords: methane; alternative reforms; kinetic; fixed bed; comparative; performance

1. Introduction

Different reform technologies’ studies and their combinations converge on the produc-
tion of different intermediate chemicals or final products such as hydrocarbons, methanol,
natural gasoline, and diesel oil [1–4]. Methane steam reform, due to its characteristics, is
the process most employed to convert natural gas into synthesis gas to meet the demand
for synthetic liquid fuels via GTL (gas–to–liquids) technologies. Advantageously, this route
produces a synthesis gas with high H2/CO ratios (3:1), indicated as feed for ammonia
synthesis processes, oil refining (hydrotreating, hydrocracking, etc.), and hydrocarbon
synthesis via Fischer–Tropsch, in addition to the hydrogen production itself.

Alternatively, using other types of methane reforms, different synthesis gases can be
obtained, meaning several intermediate products must attend to the subsequent production
of various derivatives. Reforms other than steam reforming, here called alternatives, have the
potential to produce synthesis gas with different compositions in terms of the H2/CO ratio.

For each of these processes, aspects that impact its performance can be highlighted.
Reactions with H2O, CO2, and O2, characterizing the SRM, DRM, and POM reforms,
respectively, may present advantages and disadvantages related mainly to the reaction
kinetics and thermality, coke deposition, and intrinsic catalyst regeneration.

In order to operate the methane conversion with the best performance, the objective is
to combine the advantages of each of the reforms and reduce their disadvantages. Thus,
steam reforming and carbon dioxide reforming, combining with other reforms, includ-
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ing autothermal reforming and partial oxidation, can provide possibilities for achieving
significant performances.

In this context are included the dry reform with carbon dioxide (DRM), the autother-
mal reform of methane with oxygen and water (ATRM), and the combined reform of
methane with three components with oxygen, water, and carbon dioxide (CRM) [5–7].

DRM is an endothermic process, requiring large amounts of energy, and providing a
H2/CO ratio at the level of one unit. ATR combines endothermic steam reforming with
partial exothermic oxidation reactions leading to different H2/CO ratios and has low
energy requirements. The association of the dry reform with the stages of steam reform
and the partial oxidation of methane constitutes low thermality CRM.

The dry methane reform was carried out employing different catalysts. However,
efforts have been made to continue the effective use of nickel catalysts [8]. Thus, the produc-
tion of the synthesis gas was carried out with Ni-catalysts, optimizing their performance
by varying the parameters such as the type of support, promoters, and the synthesis of the
catalyst. Employed to the DRM, Ni–Mo nanocatalysts resistant to coke and sintering were
synthesized as a molybdenum-doped nickel with monocrystalline MgO [9]. Experiments
on the autothermal reform of methane were carried out for operations with structured
Si−SiC catalysts based on Ni–Rh, and mechanisms were formulated to be used in the mod-
eling of the process [10]. Kinetic studies were performed varying the input concentration
of methane, water, and carbon dioxide. Other theoretical studies were used as a basis
for establishing a mechanism for ATR [11]. An adequate syngas (H2/CO) was produced
by performing the TRM with adjusted operating variables (GHSV, feed composition),
providing a long reaction time under low coke deposition [12].

For the Fischer–Tropsch synthesis, CRM was performed using nickel supported on
MgAl2O4 promoted with Zr, Ce, and Ce–Zr [13]. These systems were effective to prevent
nickel oxidation and deactivation by carbon deposition. In order to intensify the production
of a more suitable syngas for the employment of CRM, an alternative was recently proposed
through the combination of steam and dry reformings [14].

Conventional operations of industrial natural gas reform processes use catalytic
fixed bed reactors, which are subjected to high temperature conditions under different
pressure ranges and involve mass transfer and thermal non-uniformity effects. Thus,
this equipment operates in different kinetic regimes (chemical, intermediate, diffusive),
presenting operational requirements that guarantee conversions and yields appropriate to
industrial practice. The operation times count on the active life of the catalyst where its
deactivation (coke, sintering, etc.) must be under constant observation.

Due to the effect on methane stability by the use of new catalysts and equipments
improving its conversion, the development of different reform technologies are in perspec-
tive. In the present approach, based on proposals for mechanisms and quantifications of
the kinetics of alternative reforms [5–7] conducted by our research group, their operations
were simulated in a fixed bed reactor in the presence of a supported nickel catalyst on
alumina. Data obtained in our reseach were applied as the basis for each of the processes,
and included the mass balance formulations for the fixed bed reactor. The results were
compared in terms of the evolution and concentration profiles of hydrogen and carbon
monoxide produced, as well as the carbon content with potential for deposition and conse-
quent deactivation of the catalyst. The formulated predictions were confirmed as effective
for comparing the performances of the three methane reforms.

2. Materials and Methods

For the purpose of conducting a comparative assessment between alternative methane
reform processes, other than steam reform, a numerical simulation of their operations in a
fixed bed reactor was employed. For this, the following strategy was adopted: identification
and characterization of the catalyst used in the kinetic evaluations of the reform processes;
formulation of the mass balances of the components of each process for isothermal opera-
tions and inclusion of the expressions of apparent reaction rates; consideration of the gas
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flow with axial dispersion; consideration of the kinetics of reactions without limitations
due to the effects of mass transfer; use of quantified reaction rates with experimental bases.

The nickel catalyst with an estimated metal content of 5.0% by weight was prepared
from its salt precursor via the incipient wetting method involving impregnation, calcina-
tion, and reduction. Material characteristics were obtained by AAS (atomic absorption
spectrometry), XRD (X-ray diffraction, XRD, CuK–alpha radiation), and textural analysis
(BET–N2 method).

For the kinetic operational evaluations of each process, a small-scale fixed bed reactor
was used (2.0 g cat., <dp> = 50 µm) operating isothermally at 1023 K under atmospheric
pressure ([5–7]). Different gas feed compositions were used according to the reforming
process, and with each composition different flow rates were practiced, meaning variations
in space time. Under each feed composition and applying different flow rates, a steady
state was established for each one of them, observed by the constant composition of the
reactor effluent product.

The experimental data obtained in the spatial time domain served to validate the
proposed reaction rate expressions for each component in each process and allowed the
estimation of the orders of magnitude of the kinetic parameters.

Predicting the methane behavior in the reforms in a fixed bed reactor on a pilot scale,
mass balances were formulated for the components of each process, which included the
validated reaction rates. The solutions of the balance equations led to the predictions of
operation behavior through concentration profiles.

The simulations indicated by the experimental bases involved in them, characterized
the comparisons of the alternative reforms in terms of the yields in hydrogen and carbon
monoxide, and in relation to the production of carbon.

2.1. Numerical Method

The simulation of the operational behavior of the reform processes was carried out
through the solutions of the partial differential equations formulated by the mass balances
related to the chemical components involved. The method of solving the model of equa-
tions for methane reforms involved discretization in terms of time and space. Second-order
spatial discretization was applied in relation to position, while a method based on nu-
merical differentiation (numerical differentiation formulas, NDFs) provided solutions for
concentration over time. The solutions of the model equations (Equation (18)), associated
with the initial conditions and the boundary conditions (Equation (19)), were elaborated by
applying the line method, recurring to the spatial and temporal discretization, where the
space dependent variables (∆x = L/[n − 1]) and time (∆t = tn[nt − 1]−1) were the object of
simultaneous interactions. For each advance of the concentration in time, the calculation
of the concentration profiles followed, continuing until all the pre-established points in
time (nt) were covered. Numerical differentiation (NDFs) was employed to obtain the
evolution based on the expansion of the various derivatives in the Taylor series, in terms of
the central point. An algorithm was formulated serving the calculation by the line method.
The discretization for evaluations in space is expressed as:

∂2C
∂x2 =

Ci,k−1 − 2Ci,k + Ci,k+1

∆x2 ,
∂C
∂x

=
Ci,k − Ci,k−1

∆x
(1)

To calculate the concentration over time,

Ci(t0 + ∆t) = Ci(t0) + ∆t
dCi(t0)

dt
+

1
2

∆t2 d2Ci(t0)

dt2 +
1
6

∆t3 d3Ci(t0)

dt3 +
1

24
∆t4 d4Ci(t0)

dt4 (2)

Ci(t0 − ∆t) = Ci(t0)− ∆t
dCi(t0)

dt
+

1
2

∆t2 d2Ci(t0)

dt2 − 1
6

∆t3 d3Ci(t0)

dt3 +
1

24
∆t4 d4Ci(t0)

dt4 (3)

dCi(t0)

dt
= −

3Ci(t0 − ∆t)− 3Ci(t0 + ∆t) + ∆t3 d3Ci(t0)
dt3

6∆t
(4)
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From the discretization of the system of differential equations, it was possible to obtain
the evolution and the concentration profiles of the reagents and products present in the
reaction medium of the reform processes in operation in the fixed bed reactor.

3. Kinetics and Reactor Modeling

The experimental bases for methane reform processes were developed in our pre-
vious studies [5–7] via a kinetic approach, referring to the DRM methane dry reform
of methane [5], the ATRM autothermal reform of methane [6], and the CRM combined
methane reform [7]. In sequence, the reform processes, their reaction steps (i) and the
corresponding reaction rates (ri) are described.

3.1. Kinetics of Reforming Processes

The kinetic behavior of the reform processes were previously evaluated from the
experimental data of the proposed reaction rates formulated for the steps of each process.
The expressions of these rates, containing the respective quantified parameters, were
included in the mass balances of the fixed bed reactor used to simulate the operations of
the methane reforms.

Dry methane reform (DRM) was described by the global stoichiometric equation CH4
+ CO2→ 2CO + 2H2, where the reaction steps are shown in Table 1. In this model under the
reaction conditions (>973 K, 1.0 bar), the cracking of methane (step 1) was considered to be
catalytic, the reverse Boudouard reaction was assumed to be heterogeneous non-catalytic
(step 2), practically irreversible, while the reverse reaction of water gas-shift (step 3) was
qualified as homogeneous.

Table 1. Steps of the reaction for dry methane reform DRM [5].

Step (i) Chemical Equation Reaction

1 CH4 → C + 2H2 Methane cracking
2 C + CO2 → 2CO Boudouard reverse reaction
3 CO2 + H2 → CO + H2O Reverse water gas shift reaction

The evaluations carried out based on the steps evidenced experimentally, used the
corresponding reaction rates thus expressed:

r1 =
k1KCH4 CCH4

1 + KCH4 CCH4

(5)

r2 = k3CCO2 (6)

r3 = k3

(
CCO2 CH2 −

CCOCH2O

Keq

)
(7)

The methane autothermal reform (ATRM) occured in the presence of oxygen and
water vapor involving steps that formed the steam reform and oxidation of methane. After
partial oxidation with oxygen, the process was qualified as an autothermal reform due to
the presence of water [15–17]. In the operating conditions practiced (1023 K, 1.0 bar), based
on the proposed mechanisms [18], the steps listed in Table 2 were adopted and evaluated
for the purposes of the process kinetics.
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Table 2. Reaction steps of the autothermal reform of methane ATRM [6].

Step (i) Chemical Equation Reaction

1 CH4 + 1/2O2 → CO + 2H2 Partial oxidation of methane
2 CH4 + 2H2O→ CO2 + 4H2 Steam reforming of methane
3 CO2 + H2 → CO + H2O Reverse reaction WGS
4 CH4 → C + 2H2 Methane cracking
5 C + CO2 → 2CO Boudouard reverse reaction
6 C + O2 → CO2 Carbon gasification

The corresponding reaction rates proposed and to be included in the reactor’s balance
equations were expressed as:

r1 =

[
k1KCH4CCH4(KO2CO2)

2

(1 + KCH4CCH4 + (KO2CO2)
2)

2

]
(8)

r2 =

[
k2(CCH4C2

H2O)C−3.5
H2

(1 + KCH4CCH4 + KH2OCH2OC−1
H2)

2

]
(9)

r3 = k3CH2CCO2 (10)

r4 =

[
k4KCH4CCH4

1 + KCH4CCH4

]
(11)

r5 = k5CCO2 (12)

r6 = k6CO2 (13)

Combined methane reform (CRM) is a process that combines dry and steam reforms
and oxidation of methane [19–21]. A set of reaction steps based on experimental evidence
was proposed [6]. Table 3 lists the reaction steps.

Table 3. Reaction steps of the combined methane reform CRM [7].

Step (i) Chemical Equation Reaction

1 CH4 +5/8 O2 ↔ CO + 7/4 H2 + 1
4 H2O Partial oxidation of methane

2 CH4 → C + 2H2 Methane cracking
3 CO→ 1/2C + 1/2CO2 Boudouard reaction
4 CO2 + H2 → CO + H2O Reverse reaction of WGS

The reaction rates of the combined reform of methane were expressed for the purpose
of quantifying the process kinetics as:

r1 =

[
k1KCH4CCH4KO2CO2

(1 + KCH4CCH4 + KO2CO2)
2

]
(14)

r2 =

[
k2KCH4CCH4

1 + KCH4CCH4

]
(15)

r3 = k3C2
CO (16)

r4 = k4

(
CCO2 CH2 −

CCOCH2O

Keq

)
(17)
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3.2. Modeling of the Fixed Bed Reactor

The model developed to represent the behavior of the process based on the mass balance
equations of the components (J = CH4, CO2, CO, H2, H2O) was of the heterogeneous one-
dimensional type, considering axial dispersion and mass transfer effects (Equation (18)).

εDax
∂2CJ

∂Z2 − u
∂CJ

∂Z
− (1− ε)ρcatRJ = ε

∂CJ

∂t
(18)

The partial differential equations formulated for the components involved in the
different reform processes admitted the initial condition: t = 0, ∀z CJ (0) = 0 and the
following boundary conditions:

z = 0, ∀t CJ(0−) =
−Dax

U0

(
∂CJ

∂Z

)
+ CJ(0+); Z = L, ∀t

∂CJ

∂Z
= 0 (19)

Dax is the axial dispersion coefficient of the gas mixture, estimated by the Ruthven
correlation (1984) [22], proposed as Dax = γ1DmJ + 2γ2Rpu, with u = U0ε−1, and the tortuosity
term, γ1, is a function of the porosity of the bed (ε.). DmJ is the molecular diffusion coefficient
of each component and Rp the radius of the catalyst particle (dp = 2Rp, particle diameter).

For the application of the proposed model, especially for the quantifications of the
apparent reaction rates (rJap) terms, possibilities for the occurrence of different kinetic
regimes of the catalyst’s functioning were considered, involving surface reaction (rJ) and
the internal and external mass transfer of the catalyst. Thus, to express the apparent
reaction rate, the effectiveness factor ηJ (rJap = ηJrJ) was quantified according to previous
evaluations based on the Weisz criterion (modified Thiele’s modulus (ΦJ = [rJapL2/DeJCJ],
L = dp/6)) and the fraction of external resistance (fe = rJapL/kmeCJ) [23], where DeJ and kme
are the internal effective diffusivity and the external mass transfer coefficient, respectively.

4. Results and Discussion

Based on our experimental kinetic operational data of each process ([5–7]) obtained as
described in Section 2.1, the validate reaction rate expressions for each component in each
process are presented including the kinetic parameters.

The evaluations of the alternative reform processes (DRM, ATRM, CRM) via simula-
tions of their operations in the fixed bed reactor were initially developed for each of the
reform processes in operation in the fixed bed reactor, representing the concentrations and
the reactants and products by evolutions in different positions on the fixed bed and by
profiles at different times of observation. In the sequence, oriented by the comparative
evaluation, simulations were carried out on the same experimental bases, focusing on the
concentrations of H2 and CO products, which were represented and compared for the three
reform processes.

The experimental data of the processes, which were given by the simulations through
the evaluated reaction rates, came from the nickel catalyst (Ni(4.8 wt.%)/γ-Al2O3), which
is characterized by the composition (XRD, Figure 1): γ-Al2O3 (2θ 19.4◦, 31.9◦, 37.6◦, 39.5◦,
45.9◦, 60.9◦, 67.0◦), Ni (2θ 44.4◦, 51.7◦, 76.3◦, 92.9◦, 98.6◦), NiO (2θ 37.2◦, 62.9◦, 43.30◦, 62.9◦,
75.4◦, 79.4◦, 95.0◦), the spinel NiAl2O4 (2θ 19.1◦, 31.4◦, 45.0◦, 59.7◦) [24,25], by the textural
characteristics (BET–N2), specific surface area, Spγ-Al2O3 = 174 m2 g−1 and Sp Ni/γ-Al2O3 =
165 m2 g−1), and pore volume, Vpγ-Al2O3 = 0.71 cm3 g−1 e VpNi/γ-Al2O3 = 0.65 cm3 g−1.
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Figure 1. X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis of the nickel catalyst supported on gamma alumina (Ni
(4.82 wt.%)/γ-Al2O3).

In the present development, using the mathematical models as described in Section 2.
(Materials and Methods), the operational performance of the processes in the fixed bed reactor
was simulated under the conditions listed in Tables 4 and 5.

Table 4. Characteristics of the catalytic system and operating conditions.

Cat. Bed Operation Parameters

Ni (4.87%wt.)/γ-Al2O3 Uo, 0.66 m s−1 Dax, 7.89 × 10−4 m2 s−1

ε, 0.67 1023 K
ρcat, 2300 kg m−3 1.0 bar
dpt, 2.0 × 10−3 m

wcat, 10.4 g

Table 5. Composition of the reactor feed in the operation of the reform processes.

Reactant DRM (mol m−3) ATRM (mol m−3) CRM (mol m−3)

CH4 11.4 20 43
CO2 16.0 - 25
O2 - 4.0 1.7

H2O - 12 12

In terms of hydrogen and carbon monoxide productions, comparisons were made
taking into account the concentration evolutions (CJ vs. t) and concentration profiles (CJ
vs. z). The formulated mass balance equation (Equation (18)) for the components of each
reform, performed in the fixed bed reactor was expressed including the respective general
reaction rate (RJ, Equation (20)), considering the rates of reaction steps (rJ) assumed in the
kinetic evaluation of the processes.

RJ = ∑
J

rJap = ∑
J

ηJrJ (20)

where rJ = νiJ ri, and νiJ is the stoechiometric coefficient of the J component in reaction step i.
In the processes involving the direct or reverse reaction step of water gas shift, the

equilibrium constant (Keq) was employed as a function of the temperature expressed
as follows:

Keq = exp(−6.31× 10−2 − 1.86× 10−7 ln(T) + 2.11× 10−4T +
9.37× 10−1

T
− 5.44× 10−6(T − 298.15)

T2 (21)

For each reform process, the specific reaction rates evaluated under the operating
conditions and the global reaction rates (RJ) for the CH4, H2 and CO components are listed
in Tables 6–8.
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Table 6. Reaction rates of the dry reform of methane. Conditions: Ni (4.82 wt.%)/γ-Al2O3,1023 K,
1.0 bar [5].

J Consumption Production RJ

CH4
Step 1

k1 = 6.79 × 10−4 mol kg−1s−1 - r1

CO
Step 2

k2 = 9.89 × 10−6 (m3)2

mol−1kg−1s−1

Step 1
k1 = 6.79 × 10−4 mol kg−1s−1 2r1 + r3

H2 -

Steps 2, 3
k2 = 9.89 × 10−6 (m3)2

mol−1kg−1s−1

k3 = 3.94 × 10−4 m3 kg−1s−1

2r2 + r3

Table 7. Reaction rates of the autothermal reform of methane. Conditions: Ni(4.8 wt.%)/γ-Al2O3,
1023 K, 1.0 bar [6].

J Consumption Production RJ

CH4

Steps 1, 2, 4
k1 = 1.31 × 10−1 mol/kg s

k2 = 8.30 × 10−2 (m3)2/kg s mol
k4 = 1.04 × 10−1 m3/kg s

- −r1 − r2 −
r4

CO Step 3
k3 = 4.11 × 10−5 m3/kg s

Steps 1, 5
k1 = 1.31 × 10−1 mol/kg.s
k5 = 9.41 × 10−8 m3/kg s

2r1 − r3 + r5

H2
Step 3

k3 = 4.11 × 10−5 m3/kg s

Steps 1, 2, 3, 4
k1 = 1.31 × 10−1 mol/kg s

k2 = 8.30 × 10−2 (m3)2/kg s mol
k4 = 1.04 × 10−1 m3/kg s

2r1 + 4r2 −
r3 + 2r4

Table 8. Reaction rates of the combined reform of methane. Conditions: Ni (4.82 wt.%)/γ-Al2O3,
1023 K, 1.0 bar [7].

J Consumption Production RJ

CH4
Step 1

k1 = 6.79 × 10−4 mol kg−1s−1 −r1 − r2

CO
Step 2

k2 = 9.89 × 10−6 (m3)2

mol−1kg−1s−1

Step 1
k1 = 6.79 × 10−4 mol kg−1s−1 r1 + r3 + 2r5

H2 -

Steps 2, 3
k2 = 9.89 × 10−6 (m3)2

mol−1kg−1s−1

k3 = 3.94 × 10−4 m3 kg−1s−1

(7/4)r1 + 2r2
− r4

Under the practiced conditions and according to the reaction speeds of methane
consumption, the criteria (phi′, fe) were calculated to quantify the evaluation of the kinetic
regimes of mass transfer in relation to the reaction kinetics. Weisz’s modulus (modified
Thiele’s modulus) phi′ and the external resistance fraction fe were estimated in the following
ranges, phi′CH4 = [0.22 – 8.35] × 10−4 close to zero, and feCH4 = [1.07 – 1.43] × 10−2 less
than 0.02. Thus, the low limitations imposed by mass transfer were characterized, so that
ηJ→ 1, rJap ≈ rJ. Figure 2 shows the evolution of the component concentrations (CH4, CO2,
H2O, O2, H2, CO) of the alternative reforms DRM, ATRM, and CRM, characterized for the
initial times of each operation.
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Figure 2. Alternative methane reform processes. Evolution of concentrations. (a) DRM, (b) ATRM, (c) CRM. Conditions:
Cat. Ni (4.82 wt.%)/γ-Al2O3, 1023 K, 1.0 bar.

The concentration evolutions were more advanced for the feed reagents and then for
product evolutions. In general, it was indicated for the three reforms that after approx-
imately three seconds the steady state was reached. The short times for the operation
to become stationary were due to the small bed size and the relatively high flow of gas
flowing through it.

In Figure 3, for comparison purposes, the concentration profiles of hydrogen and
carbon monoxide (CH2, CCO) in the three alternative reforms are represented. The hydrogen
concentration profiles for the three reforms were similar and increasing, and showed levels
that varied according to bed positions, from the inlet to the outlet of the reactor. In the
positions close to the reactor inlet (0.1 L), the hydrogen production was higher in the DRM
operation, with a concentration approximately 50% higher than that obtained in the ATRM,
and much higher than the concentration achieved in the CRM. However, at the outlet of the
reactor that represented the production of the system, the level of hydrogen concentration
obtained in the operation of the CRM was 75% higher than that of the DRM, while in the
ATRM the concentration was lower, about twice lower.
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The alternative reforms evaluated according to the kinetics of their reaction steps (i = 1,
2, 3, etc.) that formed the mechanism of each process reflected the evolutionary characteristics
of the productions. To express them, using the specific rates of the reaction steps related
to each product (kiJ), it was possible to calculate the kinetic selectivities defined as SJ =

∑ iνiJkiJ[∑ iki]
−1, where J is a product present in the reaction step i, and νiJ its stoechimetric

coefficient for comparative evaluation purposes, SJ is calculated for H2 and CO according to
Equations (22)–(24), denominated SJ-DRM, SJ-ATRM and SJ-CRM, respectively.

SH2−DRM = 102(2k1 − k3)DRM

[
∑

i
ki−DRM

]−1

, SCO−DRM = 102(k2 + 2k3)DRM

[
∑

i
ki−DRM

]−1

(22)

SH2−ATRM = 102(2k1 + 4k2 − k3 + 2k4)ATRM

[
∑
i

ki−ATRM

]−1
, SCO−ATRM = 102(k1 − 2k3 + k4)ATRM

[
∑
i

ki−ATRM

]−1
(23)

SH2−CRM = 102(7/4k1 + 2k2 − k4)CRM

[
∑

i
ki−CRM

]−1

, SCO−CRM = 102(k1 − 2k3 + k4)CRM

[
∑

i
ki−CRM

]−1

(24)

In Table 9, the orders of magnitude of the kinetic selectivities SH2 and SCO calculated
through the Equations (22)–(24) are listed.

Table 9. Kinetic selectivities of products (H2, CO).

Reform Kinetic Selectivities Sip (%, i = H2, CO)

Product H2 CO
DRM 13.3 59.2

ATRM 31.6 28.3
CRM 86.1 5.1

The kinetic selectivities indicated the following highlights for the CRM process, with
SH2-CRM = 86.1%, and for the DRM process, with SCO-DRM = 59.2%, which characterized
the process guidelines for the selective production of hydrogen and carbon monoxide.
Hydrogen productions, considering the reaction steps for consumption in each reform pro-
cess, had their specific rates in the following orders of magnitude: 10−4 DRM, 10−1 ATRM,
and 102 CRM, involving, respectively, one-step, three-step, and two-step reactions. Such
checks showed compliance with the highest levels of evolution and profiles obtained in the
operations of CRM. On the other hand, the production of carbon monoxide occurred more
quickly and at higher levels in DRM operations, where the process produced it through
two reaction steps.
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The prospects for operating selective synthesis gas and/or hydrogen productions by
methane reforming can be based on the simulations obtained for a fixed bed reactor that
converge to the MRC choice. To be viable, this choice must resort to the use of a low-cost
Ni catalyst, which operates in a chemical kinetic regime and with minimal loss of activity.

In this sense, it is intended to operate with a fixed bed reactor structured in monolith,
when the Ni phase is dispersed on the walls of the multichannel system. Thus, the
system will work in a chemical kinetic regime and with low pressure drops, allowing high
processing flows.

5. Conclusions

Using experimental kinetic bases, predictions were made for methane reform oper-
ations, characterized as dry reform (DRM), autothermal reform (ATRM), and combined
reform (CRM), constituting alternatives to steam reform of methane. Simulations were
developed using a heterogeneous model for operations in a fixed bed reactor compacted
with the catalyst Ni (4.8 wt.%)/γ-Al2O3 at 1023 K and 1.0 bar, considering the reactor fed
with CH4/CO2 in DRM, CH4/H2O/O2 in ATRM, and CH4/CO2/H2O/O2 in CRM.

The simulations of the operations were expressed in terms of the concentrations of
the components as evolutions, in different positions of the fixed bed, and as profiles, for
various times of observation. The predictions allow the following behaviors to be indicated
for processes:

• The evolution of the concentration of reagents and products increase and are similar
between them, with the reagents evolving in the reactor earlier, and the products
afterwards;

• The reagent profiles decrease, while the product profiles increase, reaching higher
levels of concentration in the outlet sector of the reactor;

• Carbon yields can be predicted at low levels, where the reaction steps involving its
production are compensated by its consumption, according to interactions with O2,
CO2 and H2O.

The predicted behaviors serve as a basis for the comparative evaluations of the dif-
ferent reforms of methane, which were elaborated by analyzing the profiles of methane,
hydrogen and carbon monoxide, establishing the following conclusions:

• Methane is always consumed in the operations of the three reforms; this consumption
occurs at the CRM via three reaction steps, with a predominance of the order of
magnitude 102 of the specific reaction rates compared to the orders of 10−4 and 10−1

in the operations of the DRM and ARM reforms;
• Hydrogen production, considering the steps that involve consumption in each reform

process, have their specific rates in the following orders of magnitude: 10−4 DRM,
10−1 RAM, and 102 RCM, considering, respectively, one step, three steps, and two
reaction steps;

• The production of carbon monoxide occurs more quickly and at higher levels in DRM
operations where its conversion is not verified, and the referred production occurs
through two reaction steps.

The comparisons according to the performance of the alternative reforms were made
through the kinetic selectivities of H2 and CO. Thus, in the course of operations in the fixed
bed reactor, the CRM and DRM reforms highlight, respectively, a hydrogen selectivity of
86.1% and a carbon monoxide selectivity of 59.2%.
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